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1 i A BSTRACT

1 IThis report presents a new methodology with which to quantify
I !missile effectiveness and aircraft vulnerability. The approach is

a blend of applications of optimal control theory, stochastic learn-

ing theory, and simulation. This methodology permits an evaluation

of aircraft evasive maneuvering and countermeasures deployment

strategy as an integral part of the effectiveness/vulnerability

measurements. The strategy determination is a form of feedback con-

trol policy based upon a discretized set of information thresholds

in the relative coordinate space as would be available to an evading

aircraft pilot. The optimization criteria of an evading aircraft is

that of maximizing the survival probability for all relative coordi-

nates. The representative model :hosen for illustration is evasion

from a close range ai--to-air IR guided missile. The effectiveness/

1 1 vulnerability results as well as sample trajectories illustrating

the optimal evasive maneuvering are given for several studies con-

I ducted with the model. One study illustrates how optimal maneuvering

can degrade IR missile effectiveness by taking advantage of the

1J close-range, narrow-field-of-view "saturation" properties of the

seeker sensor. Other studies concern the effects of optimal maneu-

I vering on off-boresight launch effectiveness and on effectiveness

sensitivity with warhead lethality variations.Ii
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantifying missile effectiveness and aircraft vulnerability

by using air-to-air and surface-to-air simulation models is of

considerable value in 1) developing more lethal missile systems

and improving their operational deployment and 2) determining

operational tactics to enable an evading aircraft to increase its

survivability. However, the use of such simulation models is fre-

quently criticized because:

1) The missile capability results (which are given

by launch envelope data predicted by simulation

models with limited maneuvering targets) are

overly optimistic in view of real-world statistics

2) Few approaches exist that can determine an evading

aircraft's best maneuvering and countermeasures

deployment strategies (in terms of maximizing sur-

vivability) as a "closed-loop" feedback control

over all relative coordinates

Our approach, described later in this introduction, overcomes these

objections.

References 1 and 2 outline Lhe methodology that has been

adopted to date by many investigators concerned with missile ef-

fectiveness. This methodology is characterized by an extensive

model that simulates in detail missile trajectory, warhead detona-

tion, and associated aircraft structure damage to determine air-

craft survivability. The evading aircraft generally performs pre-

scribed "open loop control" maneuvers such as maximum "g" turns

or sinusoidal weaving maneuvers during the trajectory portion of

the simulation. The missile effectLveness determination is then



made by a statistical sampling over many possible launch conditions

as in Ref. 1, or a selected set of conditions as in Ref. 2. The

methodology in Ref. 3 is a departure from that of Refs, 1 and 2 in

that aircraft evasive maneuvers that maximize the missile miss

distance are computed by gradient methods for selected initial con-

ditions. This approach moves in the direction of optimizing the

aircraft maneuvering strategy, but has associated with it many

mathematical and computational restrictions. An impf rtant re-

striction is that the payoff function must be a continuously dif-

f.-rentiable function of the relative coordinates. This mathematical

diffi-ulty implies a computational problem in solving for the opti-

mal feedback control for the aircraft over all relative coordinates.

Thus, only an open loop control maneuver can be computed for the

aircraft for each launch condition.

The approach taken in this report provides a new methodology

uith which to consider the effectiveness/vulnerability quantifica-

tion problem. The approach is basically a blend of applications

of optimal -o- 'ol theory and stochastic learning theory. The first

application ,. this methodology to one-on-one dogfight game models

with gun we;pons was reported in Ref. 4. In this setting the best

aircraft m.neuvering strategies (as a discretized feedback control

which maximizes kill probability) for each combatant were computed

by a learning algorithm. The domains of effectiveness of each sys-

tem were then quancified by simulation. That same approach -an

easily be extended to the missile combat model considered here,

with the two-sided game model aspect being replaced by a one-sided

control problem for the evading aircraft. This methodology permits

model realism not generally considered in other optimization ap-

proaches: developing maneuver and counteraeasure strategies based

upon the pilot's available "information thresholds" in the relative

2



coordinate space an: using survival probability In place of miss

distance criterir &, an optimization criteria. Thu; the methods

- shown here provide one means of resol-ing criticism No 2 and offer

at the same time a means of accounting for the real world vrs

-- omputacional model differences of criticism No. I by t'iw -he

optimal evasive strategy as an integral ;ar of th. effecdiveness

- - determination.

Sresnt'.1ive evasion mcre! chwsen for study in this re-

port -s the close-range air-to-air IR ,;-Aidee mi :ii= in its lavach

and postlaunch fliu.it phases employed ag, -s3t air- :.ft Oth per-

formance attributes of current '::y fbnt., The pro ,, r. has been
arbitrarily limited to two dimensional flight in the ho izontal
plane with the evading aircraft employing only its maneuver ng con-

trol :apability to increase iLZ surviva'- probability. The choice

of model was quite arbitrary as the methodology -an easily accommo-

date radar guided missiles, counterweasures strategy analysis, and
three dimensional flight. In the last case, computer running times

can be expected to increase f'xt -Ad over the two dimensional case

for corresponding levels or model detai'. The surfa,.e-to-air missile

evasion problem would be as easily recolved by the methodology as the

air-to-air case.

Four sets o' res,,ILs involving the IR close-range missile model

are obtained to illustrate tne effect of aircraft emfloying optimal

maneuvering versus nonmaneuvering control on missile effectiveness

and aircraft vulnerability measures. The first result set essen-

tially provides an effectiveness/vulnerability data baseline for a

standardized issile configuration. The second result set deals

with the saturation of the missi.le seeker field of view for very

close targ( ranges. In this case the seeker field of view is satu-

rated and guidance neutralized at relative target ranges determined

3
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by the track crossing angle between the missile/aircraft trajec-

tories. In the first result set the saturation range is a con-

stant independent of track crossing angle. The third set shows

effectiveness/vulnerability sensitivity to target off-boresight

error at launch. The last result set shows the sensitivity to im-

provements in warhead lethality. Sample trajectories depicting

the optimal maneuvering are given along with the effectiveness/

vulnerability results for each of the four cases.

The authors wish to acknov ledge the computational assistance

rendered by Mr. Arthur Kaercher of the Grumman Data Systems Corpo-

ration in the course of obtaining the numerical results.
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II. AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE MODEL

This section presents the mathematical models for the evading

aircraft and attacking missile employed in the maneuvering tactics

determination and system capability analyses. For the models de-

scribed, we have limited the analyses to combat in the horizontal

plane to simplify presentation. The same modeling technique with-

out alteration in solution methodology can be straightforwardly

applied to three dimensional combat problems without reservation.

AIRCRAFT MANEUVERING STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

The maneuvering strategy construction relies on the specifica-

tion of which relative coordinates (positions, rates) and what

threshold levels for these coordinates will approximate the air-

craft pilot's observable information during the engagement. The

motivation for the construction and interpretation of the aircraft

observable data in terms of relative coordinate decompositions has

been described in Section 4 of Ref. 1. The decompositions lead to

a finite number of relative coordinate contingencies or regions for

consideration in the strategy development The horizontal plane

model considered here assumes the aircraft can observe range (R)

and angle-off (w) information with the thresholds shown in the

decomposition of Fig. 2-1.

When crossing a threshold for any of the regions making up the

decomposition, the aircraft will be permitted to select an ele-

mental control as outlined in the hypothetical case below. In the

vectorgram of Fig. 2-2 the elemental zontrols 'I and u 5 could

correspond to maximum performanse turns that decelerate Lhe air-

craft to a low steady-state velocity; u2 and u4 are maximum

performance turns at a high steady-state velocity; and u3 is a

5
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straight ahead Gash policy. In the case of countermeasures deploy-

ment, the elemental :ontrol choices might be:

v - jettison flare decoy

v 2 - illuminate arc-lamp

V3 - jettison and ignite fuel charge

v4 - no countermeasures deployment

In this illustration the aircraft would select a pair of controls

(u, v) within each region. The specification of a (u, v) pair

for all regions as shown in Fig. 2-1 would constitute a maneuvering/

countermeasures strategy in our terminology.

7



DYNAMICAL MODEL

The dynamical equations for a representatiw air-to-air infra-

red guided missile in its postlaunch maneuvering phase is presented

in ihis section. In addition, the evading aircraft dynamical equa-

tions are also given. The missile systems sensor characteristics,

guidance constraints, aerodynamic constraints, and warhead proper-

ties as incorporated in the model are explained.

The coordinate nomenclature employed with the trajectory dy-

nami, s description is given in Fig. 2-3. The symbol nomenclature

is presented in the front of this report.

!A

' X

F,. 2-3 Coordinate nomenclature

8



Missile Equations of Motion in Inertial Coordinates-
)CM =V Cos

Im
YM VM sin;

=r

- V = VCD 2m 2 T
-- , . VM 2 SC 0  2 (ny) + m

M D 0 ISV WDI Y

Aircraft Equations of Motion in Inertial Coordinates

x A VA sin.

YA = VA cos

A

R RA

" " A =  a

. The values for the control variable and the steady-state

. velocity VSS associated with five representative elemental ma-

neu;ver choices are as follows:

u1  u2  u3  u4  u5

Maneuver Left Turn Left Turn Dash Right Turn Right Turn
Deceleration High High Deceleration

to Low V Sustainable Sustainable to Low V
V V

Control , -I -1 0 +1 +1

VDVS VT I V T VT VT

1 2 2

9



The longitudinal acceleration/deceleration parameter, a, is de-

termined by the foilowing scheme:

1 Determine VSS according to the selected maneuver ui

from the above table.

2) if
w-

VA > VSS a a

V A < VSS a a

VA VSS a- 0

The dynamical capability of the aircraft can be specified then by

the set of parameters (VTI, VT2 , VD, RTI , RT2, a + , a-), which are

given for a representztive aircraft in Table 4-1. The aircraft

trajectory dynamics also requires the quantities R and a) for

the strategy development. These quantities are made available by

the following computations:

R !( . -) YM)R (xA + (YA - Y)2

37r
0 2

where

tan- nY1 ( " YM)

N(xA - xM)

Missile Guidance Considerations

The equations corresponding to the line of sight geometry as

employed in the missile guidance are as follows:

10
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* Relative velocity components

V - VA sin - VM cos

V = VA cos - VM sin ,

* Line of sight yaw rate

(Vx sin V - V cosr -1 R

with R and as computed on page 10.

The equations corresponding to the seeker and autopilot re-

sponse and associated constraints are:

Seeker line of sight rate response

(r - rS)
r =

with the seeker rate limited by irs r- SLI M

* Missile/autopilot yaw rate response

r _I (Kapnyc r)

ap M

where n = Kr VM  is th~e commanded acceleration.

The commanded acceleration is restricted in magnitude to cur-

respond to a maximum allowable maneuvering g limit required by

structural considerations. In this case the constraint nyc < gLIM

is imposed.

Other guidance constraints are considered in the model:

* A control a,:tivation delay at launch of tDL secor'-s.

In this case nyc -0 when 0 < t tDL; nyc as

above for t > tDL.

11
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0 t maximum guidance time of tG  seconds after

which- = 0yc

A gimbal angle limit corresponding to seeker line

of sight and boresight axis limitations. In this

case if I'd > 4LIM, then the commanded accelera-

tion- n = 0 corresponds to- centering the con-yc

LLols. The seeker is modeled to require the cor-

rect line of sight when excursions lead back to

within the allowable angle range. Two limits are

employed: P a lower limit angle value at
LIML

launch, and a higher value of flight.
L IMF

The thrust (T)- and burn raze (in) are specified :as funcrions .

of time "in the model, and data for the representative problem con-

sidered are given in:Section IV. Along with this the aerodynamic

drag coefficients C -and C- are incorporated as functions ofdra coffiiens C0 adCI -

Mach number and the air density computed from an exponential atmo-

sphere model. These aerodynamic data for a representative missile

configuration operated at a specific altitude are also given in

Section IV.

MISSILE SEEKER PROPERTIES

It is important to note that the above model developed for

simulation of the seeker response has made use of the assumption

that perfect geometric line of sight information (with a time con-

stant of Ts) was made available to the autopilot whenever the

target was in the gimbal angle range of the seeker head. Line of

sight rate errors due to detector signal/noise properties at vari-

ous ranges, atmospheric properties, multiple sources, countermea-

sures, etc. can easily be incorporated in the model in a straight

forward manner without any alteration of the basic solution method-

ology. An example showing how a specific type of line of sight

12



rate information error can be modeled is treated in this report.

Briefly, the error modeled deals with the seeker detectors field

of view -being "filled" by the nonzero size source at very-close

target ranges in comparison to the generaly-assumed point source

Vproperty-. This blroming error is-dependent upon the target air-

craft track relative to the missile boresight axis as well as rela-

tive range. A more detailed discussion of this error model is

L given in Section IV.

I MISSILE WARHEAD DETONATION AND KILL DETERMINATION

The- problem of terminating the missile trajectory with detona-

I. tion of the warhead and subsequent damage assessment of the target
4 aircraft is -tremendously complex-and is generally analyzed: sepa-

rately from the manuevering problem. These analyses seek the deter-

mination:of kill t probability given relative -flight conditions suf-

i L. ficient to activate the fusing and detonation-sequence. This proba-

bility is empirically derived by detailed simulation of the fusing

K and detonation procedures and study of the warhead blast and/or

-fragment interaction with all known vulnerable areas of the specific

Ittarget aircraft. Moreover, this :assessment is made for a-ll the

various dynamical aspects, range, -azimuth angle, elevation angle,

velocity magnitude, and orientation at detoxiation. As this report

is concerned with aircraft evasive tactic metbodology, the kill de-

termination phase is much simplified in scope, but sufficiently

realistic to be representative of -the lethality data typically asso-

ciated with small close-range infrared-missile warheads detonated

near current fighter aircraft.

-t y "kill" one assumes at least to disable the aircraft so- that its
primary mission capability is eliminated, but not necessarily to-
render catastfophic -destruction.

13



The simplification employed- relies-upon- COMPting-the- minimumI relative- range Rmin (from the equation-onpage 10) between the-
centers of mass for- any -miss ile/airc-rat ~aetr ar The

minimum range value is ,useJ to de-termine akill- -probability -from- a-

Llethalit~y plot, as shown in Fig.- 2m4. -This -typical :function repre-
sents $$average" -data over all missile/aircraft orien-tations-and-

re!.ative velocities at detonation. It -is-assumed -that detonation-
occurs -at prec isely the minimum relative- -range point.i The -numerical

1Kvalue Is utilized to specify the k*-lln-nkll -outcome -distribu-

tion- employed subsequently in the -learning _ and statistics, phases of

the computational approach.

rh In--

-14
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III. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

[- The computational method is presented in two phases: a "learn-

ing" phase, which is associated with the optimal strategy develop-

ment for the aircraft, and a statistics phase associated with the

determination of the aircraft vulnerability and missile effective-

ness measures.

LEARNING PHASE

Strategy Initialization

A stochastic learning algorithm has been developed for strategy

resolution in two-player, one-on-one duels in Ref. 1. That method-

ology is applied to the aircraft/missile problem in a similar manner.

In this case one player (missile) e.,,ploys a prespecified guidance

policy while the second player (aircraft) has its strategy resolved

by the algorithm in accordance with a survival goal. Section II

outlines the aircraft maneuvering strategy definitions in terms of

the observable relative coordinate data and elemental controls. The

countermeasures strategy development, although not described in this

report, would be treated in a manner similar to the maneuvering

case. One initially begins with the aircraft strategy represented

by the decision table:

U. .

- * "ij *

15



where Lhe x, i = 1, ... , N represent the observable coordinate de-

composition given in Fig. 2-1 and where u., j= 1, ..., 5 represent

the elemental maneuver choices as shown in Fig. 2-2. Initially Lhe

table begins ith Pij = 0.2 for all i = 1, ... , N and j = I,

5; that is, the elemental control choices are selected at

random in an equally likely mannLr for each visited coordinate re-

gion x.

Trajectory and Outcome Simulation

With the initial strategy for the aircraft selected as given

previously, the simulation of a trajectory. outcome determination,

and strateg:y modification cycle of the learning phase are begun.

The trajectory simulation begins with an initial condition, rela-

tive range R, angle-off ., and boresight angle being chosen

at random in a uniform manner over the allowable space of initial

conditions. A control :hoice u. is then selected for the air~raft
J

in accordance -ith the assumed starting strategy for the specific
region x. given by the range (R) and angle-off (w) thresholds.

I

The missile and aircraft trajectories are then integrated until the

next aircraft threshold is crossed and a new aircraft control de-

cision sele-ted. This process continues until one of the follcwing

events occurs, a min'mum miss distance (R min) is obtained,

R "- 48,000 ft, or t > tG. The region/control sequence employed

by the aircraft meanwhile is temporarily stored for reference.

The outcome of any trajectory sample is determined in the fol-

lowing manner: For a given Rmin a kill or miss is obtained by

consulting the distribution for PK given as a function of Rmin'

as shown in Fig. 2-4. If R " 43,000 or t to, the outcome is

classified as a miss.

16



Strategy Modification

For each of the two outcomes (a-) we employ the following

weightings it(-T) in the strategy modifization portion of the

learning phase.

Outcome (-I)

Kill

Miss 2

These weightings are consistent with a survival rationale as a goal

in the combat for the aircraft (see Chapter 4 of Ref. 1). If theI aircraft is in region i using control uk and outcome -, occurs,

then the strategy table is modified from pij to pij by first

F modifying pij to pij where

ij (' )pij

I:i k

*kPij = Pij

S The pij is then renormalized to form pij

Pi P i

Pij

This process is carried out over all u pairs temporarily

stored for that trajectory resulting in an updated strategy table

for thQ aircraft, as follows:

17
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.3

xi "Pij"

Approximately 100 traje-.'tories with initial conditions se-

lected at random within each region are sini:lated to obtain a con-

verged decision table that represents the "optimized" survival

strategy for the aircraft.

STATISTICS PHASE

The statistics phase of the computat'ons now fixes the con-

verged decision table and computes the aircraft vulnerability and

missile effecti.'eness measures in Monte Carlo fashion. For the

vulnerability data approximately 100 trajectory computations

with initial conditions in each observable region were obtained.

The quantitative measure of vulnerability is the kill probability

of the missile as a function of all range (R) and angle-off (,)

thresholds relative to the aircraft as outlined in the observable

set description of Fig. 2-1. The missile effectiveness data are

obtained in a similar way, except here ehe initial conditions are

chosen at random from an arbitrarily chosen set of launch regions

that comprise the totality of all possible launch -:oordinates for

the missile (see Fig. 3-I). The effectiveness data is given as a

kill probability for target range (R) and target heading relative

tc missile boresight axis () t for launches within the off-

boresight requirement of the missile seeker head for each region

t Without any loss in generality we have assumed that = /2 at

launch; otherwise the aIrcraft heading relative to missile bore-
sight axis nomen-!lature on each effectiveness chart should be
1f+'; - w/2.

18
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of the decomposition in Fig. 3-1. Within each region the PK

value represents an average of all launches that satisfy the off-

boresight requirements -LIM = t 200.

I

20



I IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

I SUMMARY

T The main ingredient in this methodology development, when com--
pared to other missile effectiveness analyses, is the evading. ar-

- craft's employment of i maneuvering and/or countermeasures feedback

control policy that minimizes the kill probability of =the--missile

over-all launch initial conditi ,ns. (Only the maneuvering. case is

treated in this report.) These optimized policies canin _some

cases (depending on the specific missile/target aircraft -systems

design data)- seriously degrade missile system effectiveness: When

compared with system evaluations made with nonmaneuve.ing or open-

loop maximum g turn policies for the target aircraft-.

The specific missile and target aircraft data given- -in Table 4-1
and Fig. 4-1 and employed to obtain the results pre-sentedoare -repre-

sentative of current-day IR missile systems deployed for close-.in air

-II

TimeC( ee )

Fig. h-1 Longitudinal D,.v ele:ation Param~eter a-



TABLE 4-1 REPRESENTATIVE MISSILE AND AIRCRAFT DATA

MISSILE DATA

Aerodynamic Data
Reference Area S (ft2 ) 0.01614
Zero-Lift Drag Coefficient CD 0.8 for M<1

o 1.3 for M51
Induced Drag Coefficient C0.0 for M< 1C1I 180.0 - (13.6) (M-

for M > 1

Engine Data
Thrust (15,000 ft altitude) T (ib) 2820.0
Lngine Burn Time tB (sec) 5.2
Missile Mass at Launch T'o (slugs) 6.211
Engine Mass Flow Rate m (slugs/sec) -0.3584

Seeker Data L
Field of View (deg) 2.5
Gimbal Limits during flight (deg) ±40.0

at launch (deg) ±20.0
Gimbal Rate Limit (deg/sec) 20.0
Seeker Output Gain 4.0
Seeker Time Constant (1/sec) 0.0

Guidance and Control Data
Launch Delay Time tDL (sec) 2.0
Autopilot Gain Kap 1.0
Autopilot Time Constant Tap (1/sec) 0.1
Commanded Turning Acceleration nycVM 30.0 g's

Limit
Guidance Time tG (sec) 20.0

AIRCRAFT DATA

Mneuver Data
Dash Velocity VD (fps) 900.0
Steady State Turn Velocity VT1  (fps) 900.0

Deceleration Turn Limit VT (fps) 500.0
Velocity 2

Steady-State Turn Radius RTI (ft) 5000.0

Deceleration Turn Radius RT (ft) 3555.0
2

Longitudinal Acceleration a+ (ft/sec2 ) +22.0
Longitudinal Deceleration a (ft/sec2 ) see Fig. 4-1
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i'
f duels and current-day fighter aircraft maneuvering capability. The

representative launch condition selected is at a 15,000 ft alti-

tude with the target and launch aircraft flying at the initial speed

J of 900 ft/sec.

The results obtained in this report, which illustrate the

levels of degradation achievable by optimal maneuvering '-ontrol,

fall esseLtially into four study categories as outlined in Table 4-2.

Ol Studies I and 2 fo~us on the blooming error property of narro field

of view sensors at close target rangL-s. Study I examines the case

where the sensor field of view becomes saturated at a nominal rela-

tive range Rs = 1000 ft from the target independent of the missile/

target aspect specified by the track crossing angle c In this

case, the missile guidance command is neutralized (n = 0) at the0 yc
R s = 1000 ft point until detonation. The missile warhead lethali'.y

model as assumed for study 1 is given in Table 4-2. In this case,

the maximum PK value of 0.7 is maintained for a mininum miss

distance Rmin of between zero and ,k ft, and quadratically de-

creases to PK = 0 at a distance of 20 ft. Study 2 considers

the case where the saturation range Rs is dependent upon the track

crossing angle . The functional dependence on • for this case

is shown in Table 4-2. This particular Rs versus c relation-

ship is derived in a geometriL way from a simplified afterburner

plume radiance pattern andi sensor field of view limit consideration,

as shown in Fig. 4-2. The 21. field of view limit gives an Rs =

250 ft for the tail aspect, inzreasing to 2000 ft for the beam

aspect for a typical afterburner plume pattern. The 2000 ft value

of R is maintained constant throughout the beam to head-on asrects
I .. t

for the sake of simplicity.

'The methodology is not limited to these simplified saturation ef-
fect cases as presented in this section, and, in fact, if extensive
model detail in terms of seeker characteristics is available it can
be easily incorporated.
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Study 3 deals with quantifying the off-boresight laun::h angle im-

pact on aircraft vulnerability. Two special cases are considered

in this study: the on-boresight c:ase and the 15-20 off-boresight

= case representative of launches at the edge of the boresight launch

envelope. In this study, the saturation property of the seeker and

warhead lethality model are identical to those ci.ployed in study 2.

* Study 4 deals with quantifying the -,han-.e in kill effectiveness with

increased warhead Icthality. In this study, the saturation property

of the seeker is maintained as employed in studies 2 and 3.

The computational results for studies 1 through 4 are presented

with the following format: In each of the studies the missile ef-

fectiveness results are presented first, the air---raft vulnerability

measures second, followed by sample evasion trajectories. The ef-

fectiveness and vulnerability results are g~iven for both the non-

maneuver and "optimal" learned maneuver cases.

25



F
STUDY NO. 1 -CONSTANT SATURATION RANGE SEEKER

The missile effectiveness results for study I are presented

in Fig. 4-3. Three levels of PK have been arbitrarily selected

as shown to simplify the results presentation. The actual PK

values, however, are available in the computational results for

more detailed appraisals. The diagram at left shows the kill ef-

fectiveness in the launch :oordinate space nomenclature of Fig. 3-1,

when the aircraft does not employ evasive maneuvering but is in

straightline flight. The diagram at the right shows the degradation

in effectiveness made possible with optimal learned maneuvers. Note

"26
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•ll regions shown in white, in all missile effectiveness, and air-
craft vulnerability results, correspond to levels of PK < 0.1.
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IL
that no missile launches were considered at ranges R < 5000 ft in

any of the results reported here. This was an arbitrarily impcsed
criterion I.n -light of the missile guidance delay parame'er t 2

sec and was implemented only for the purpose of reducing the com-

-- puter running time by limiting the simulation to fewer initial coin-

ditions. One can see the degree of degradation in kill effectiveness

in the tail aspect (0 = ±600) and head-on aspect (0 = 120 to

240 °) brought about by the learned maneuvers. Figure 4-4 shows

the missile effectiveness comparison between an aircraft employing

_ _7

, .. . . . .. . . . .

•.. .. . K%.' ' ". . . . . . . . .

5 r, -i rh Tur r;ZD;,.._. ._.1_ 0._:  < _ .. .0 .3 - . a e v

LK

Fi. 4 --,_-issileEffecitivns .......... .Cosat Satuatio

t - $ -

I ...... . - " - :.:. / ,.: \ . . :

R,... = 1000 ,-Ft .,Tunv. Optimal)
-, " .: .-- / " . ". .

, ~~~~~~~. .. .................. .0..... :..::..........::"'

;Aircraft tianeuver ,_[ 0.3 < PL.arne.

S-5 r, Rig'ht Turn 0. '~~03Maneuvering-

Fig. h-h4 Missile Effectiveness Results, Constant Saturation
Rang = 000Fe,_ (5g Turn vs. Optimal )
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a 5 g right turn and one employing the learned maneuvers. The

5 g right turn case -represents the kind of "open lo0" maneuvering

usually consider-d in missile effectiveness analyses (see Refs. 1

and 2). For relative headings in thp-right hemisphere, -- 00

to 1800, the learned maneuvers markedly reduce the PK< 0.3

level for all but one region in contrast to the 5 g turn. In
the left hemisphere, the reduction is less marked. The head-on and
tail aspect cases where PK > 0.3 for the 5 g turn case have

been reduced \to levels < 0.3 for the maneuvering case. On the

other hand, some regions now appear in the > 0.1 range for -the

learned maneuvers as contrasted with the . 0.1 values in the 5 g

turn 2ase. This particular situation is broLght on by the discrete

levels chosen for plotting; e.g., the 5 g turn case has regions

for which the PK values are between 0.09 and 0.1, while the

corresponding regions in the maneuvering case have values between

0.10 and 0.14. Moreover, the sensitivity, of the learning algo-

rithm is such that it :ould not differentiate between maneuver se-

quences that produced PK levels having those small differences.

At the risk of these small data abnormalities in some of the re-

sults, the PK, levels were plotted as computed without adjustment

for solution variability.

The aircraft vulnerability results are presented in Fig. 4-5

for the nonianeuvering versus learned maneuvering cases. In these

cases, the PK data are given with respect to the aircraft ob-

servable stae description in Fig. 2-1. one can see the marked PK

degradation possible in the head-on and tail apsects by employing

the learned maneuvers as contrasted with the straight ahead flight

policy.

We now turn to the illustrations of strategy and trajectory

sample results. The results were generated from hard copies of

28
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solutions made available by a computer-driven CRT display. Two

forms of trajectory plot are illustrated for each trajectory sam-

ple. The first shows motion in coordinates relative to the evading

aircraft and is useful in demonstrating the learned aircraft maneu-

vering strategy. The second is the normally drawn plot in absolute

coordinates showing the motion of both vehicles during the engage-

ment. The optimal learned strategy data, though available, is not

presented for each result in its entirety (viz, with regard all

-,, regions in Fig. 2-1) because the general characteristics of the de-

rived strategies are more- easily inferred from selected sample tra-
- f jectories. Table 4-3 supplies an outline for the S-azole results

21
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corresponding to studies 1 through 3. For study 1, the constant

saturation range case, a typical "tail shot" example is given by

result 1A in Figs. 4-6 and 4-7. Figure 4-6 shows the motion- in

coordinates rela-ive to the aircraft and illustrates the weaving

maneuver (control reversals at sequential range thresholds) de-

veloped by the learning algorithm to minimize the kii' ,probabilty

against the constant saturation range type missile seeker. For

this specific launch initial condition the minimum miss distance

zompar.son is 4 and 23 ft for the straight and learned strategy,

respectively. Figure 4-7 shows the absolute coordinate trajectory

omparison for the same initial condition. Result 1B, shown in

Figs. 4-8 and 4-9, depicts the case "head-on" initial conditions

for the nonmaneuvering and learned maneuvering comparisons. Fig--

ure 4-8 again shows the weaving maneuver developed by the learning

technique in re.ative coordinates, and Fig. 4-9 shows the maneuver-

ing comparison in absolute :oordinates. Result 1C shows the effect

-of a steady 5 g right turn for two counterpart initial conditions

representative of a "beam" launch aspect for the constait saturation

eange seeker. The dashed trajectory in Figs. 4-10 and 4-11 shows

the turn into the missile approach heading, and the solid trajectory

shows the turn away for the counterpart initial c3ndition. These

typify the kinds of "open loop" maneuvering control given the evad-

ing- aircraft in most effectiveness evaluVtions (see Ref. 1 and 2).

One can see f'om the difference in the miss distance results of

6.7 and 47 ft for the couiterpart initial conditions -that a

single open loop control policy (whether a maximum g turn or

straight flight) may not furnish the evading aircraft with its best

defensive policy when compared to closed loop control over all

relative coordinates. The effectivene3s results associated with

the open loop cases tend to overestimate missile capability.
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EVRS I VE STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES
PARAMETRI C- CASE : > STUDY NO I 1 RE'S4LT 1A

INITIAL CONDITIONS
Mnw, 110- Tao. Ir PEIE a E E*
ANGLE-OFFx 100.0- C. MEIN z A.0 aT
*ORSIGHT= 0.0 DEC. 11ME'IE . 13 e.

SCALE 3S00 FT. 0MN: w it.? FT.

Fig. 4-6 Evasive Strategies and TrajecLoii---.

Study No. 1, Result 1A (R,,-az'e.)-
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I EVASIVE STRATEGIES AND TRAJEC'TOPTES
PANANETRIC -CASE :->- -STUDY No- I RESUJT IA[i INITIAL CONDITONS:

ANK a 11900. 0 FT. TIME- 4A~SC.,
3HEAWING- - 2f.0 DEG. "I,4.3 7?.

*ONESIGH4Tv 0.0- DEG. 'TtME .9Sc.
SC". 3000 FT. RMMt~ It.? FT.

NOW
STRIGHIA WE

dolt-

xw I

f. Fig. 4-7 EvsiveSrtge n rjcois
Std o ,Rsl kAslt)
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EVPSIUE STRATEGIES A~ND TRA~JECTORIES
PMAMITR IC CASE :)> STUDY NO I RESULT 18

INITIAL CMWOTIONS:
RANGE m 20000.0 FT. TIME 9 .S SEc.
VANGLE-OFF= McO DEG. MIN 1..2 FT.
BL)RESIGHT= 0.0 MEG. TIME 6 .9 SEC.

WCALE 3000 FT. RMIN 24.9 FT.

Fig-. 4-8 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,

Study No. 1, Result lB (Relativ7e)
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EVASIVE STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES
PARAfMETR I C CASE : STUDY NO I RESULT 18

INITIAL CONDITIONS
RANGE = 20000.0 FT. TIME = 6.6 SEC...
HEADING = 170.0 DEG. RMIN a 2.3 FT.
BORESIGHT= 0.0 DEG. TIME = 6. 9 SEC.

SCALE 3000 FT. RMIN u 24.9 FT.

STRAIGHT EVASIVE
MANEUVER IltEUVER

I!
IL

Fig. 4-9 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,

Study No. 1, Result 1B (Absolute)
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EVASIVE STRA~TEGIES ANhD TRAJECTORIES
PAIIETR IC CASE : > STUDY HO t RESULT IC

INITIAL C09VITINS,
RAWG 14000. 0 FT. TIMlE x 10.1 SEC.
ANGLE-OVF= 255.0 DEC. WuIN z 47-.0 FT.
BWES t 4T r 0.0 DEG.

INITIAL CONDITIONS :TIEa S KCRANGE *14000.0 FT. TtE= S69C

BMCALE ~ 0.0 DEG.
WA E-FF 105.0 FT..uN* ** T.

Fig. 4-10 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,

Study No. 1, Result 1C (Relative)
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EUASIE STRATEC-1-ES AND TRAJECTORIES[.PARA'ETRIC CASE :> STUDY NO I RESULT IC

INITIAL CONCITIONS:
RANGE = 14000.0 FT. TIME a 10. 1 KC
HEADING = -75.0 DEG. Rlfr a 4?.0 FT.
iORESIGHT= 0.0 DEG. TIME a .6 o...

SCALE 3000 FT. WIN 6 B.?

50 RIGHT TIIN
ANW. 4S MIGHT TIN

1,1€ont

Fig. 4-11 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,
Study No. 1, Result 1C (Absolute)
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STUDY No. 2 - ASPECT DEPENDENT SATURATION RANGE SEEKER

The missile effectiveness results for study 2, the aspect de-

pendent seeker case, are presented in Fig. 4-12. The diagram at

the left shows the kill effectiveness in the launch coordinate

space for a nonmaneuvering aircraft. The diagram at the right shows

the degradation in effectiveness possible with the optimal learned

maneuvers. A marked reduction exists in the tail and beam launch

orientations in the 5-16 K ft ranges and elimination of the head-

on capability in the 16 to 48 K ft ranges. The aircraft vul-

nerability results for this study are presented in Fig. 4-13 in

coordinates relative to the aircraft. One can see by comparison

4 
/

. .... *.. * *...:.. 
/ 

.
. ". ... .- -~A

~Y

. 5 < 
. ... .

_3 .<F PK0.5

honmaneuvering j 03 < P 0.5 Learned

E3o.i < PK< 0.3 Maneuvers

Fig. h-12 Missile Effectiveness Results, Aspect Dependent
Saturation Range = 250-2000 Feet
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EVA SIE STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES

PARAMETRIC CASE :> STUDY NO 2 RESULT 2A

INITIAL CONDITIONS
RANGE 15000.0 FT. TIME a 11.S EC-*,mi
ANGLE-OFF= 145.0 DEC. RMIN x 0.9 FT.
BORESIGHT= 0.0 DEG. TIME x 10.? IEC..

SCALE 3000 FT. RMIN = 26.5 FT.

A i

LL

Fig. 4-14 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,

Study No. 2, Result 2A (Relative)
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EVASIVE STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES
PARAMflTRIC CASE : > STUDY NO 2 RESULT 2A

INITIAL CONDITIONS
RANGE = 15000.0 FT. TlME a 11.5 StC.,.
HEROING = 35.0 DEG. IRMIN = 0.1 FT.
BORESIGHT= 0.0 DEG. TIME a 10.? SEC.

, SCALE 3000 FT. RIIN = 26.5 FT.

I I

JI

/EVASIVE
STIAWIGlT MAEUVERW4EUJE R / I

i

I
II

Fig. 4-15 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,
Study No. 2, Result 2B (Absolute)
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to open the miss distance. It is important to note that in the

interpretation of the optimal learned maneuvers the criterion for

"optimality" is not maximizing the minimum miss distance for the

evader, but maximizing the survival probability. This criterion,

for P'-'rple, has the effect of rating control sequences that

achieve miss distances of say 20 ft and 2500 ft for this war-

head lethality as equally desirable. Therefore, the learning tech- .

nique may show optimal maneuvering sequences that defy intuition

for certain portions of the relative coordinate space, yet satisfy

the stated criteria for optimality. Sample result 2B illustrates

the maneuvering comparisons for a close range beam launch initial

condition. The trajectory result :omparisons are depicted in

Figs. 4-16 and 4-17 for both the nonmaneuvering and learned maneu-

ver cases. The guidance delay parameter tDL is a particularly

important missile characteristic for this launch condition, and

the execution of a proper maneuver sequence by the evading aircraft

can definitively degrade missile effectiveness at these close ranges.

STUDY No. 3 - OFF-BORESIGHT LAUNCH SENSITIVITY

The results for study 3, which is aimed at illustrating the

sensitivity of target aircraft vulnerability to off-boresight launch

conditions, are presented in Fig. 4-18. The plot on the left shows

the vulnerability for the on-boresight launch case. One may com-

pare this plot with the averaged result obtained for -200 to +200

boresight error spread as shown in the right hand plot oE Fig. 4-13.

The comparison shows the vulnerability to be basically the same for

tail aspect launches and slightly reduced in the beam and head-on

situations for the on-boresight launch case. These vulnerabilities

can be compared with data for the 15' to 200 off-boresight er-

rors at launch are restricted to the +15 to +200 edge of bore-

sight condition; therefore the right half plane depicts results for
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EVASIVE STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES
PA-w-wIE--TRIC CASE :? STUDY No 2 RESULT 29

INITIAL CONDITIONS:

-- ANQLE-OFF= 110.6 DEC. MNa 1.
WUESIGNT= 10.0 DEC. T Ea 91SC

II-

Fig. 4-16 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,
Study No. 2, Result 2B (Relative)
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EVASIVE STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES
PMW*KTR I C CASE : > STUOY NO 2 RESULT 20

INITIAL CONDITIONS :.
MAO 7509.0 FT. TIME ', .4 WO-,,mm -

.AEING10.0 DGWIN 11.4 FT.IKSI CHT= 10.0 DEG. TIME S 1 "KC
$cM. 3606 FT. WIN a 2400.0 M

# STRAIGHTEVSE
MWUER -NE UER

I

Fig. 4-17 Evasive? Strategies and Tajectories,
Stud-- 1o. 2, Result 2B (Absolute)
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maneuvering for the boresight sensitivity analysis are shown in

Figs. 4-20 through 4-23. Figures 4-20 and 4-21 depict the on-

boresight 'ase for a sample head-on type launch condition in terms

of relative and absolute coordinates, respectively. Figures 4-22

and 4-23 show the "edge" of boresight launch conditions and subse-

quent maneuvering representing the lead and lag cases.

STUDY No. 4 -WARHEAD LETHALITY SENSITIVITY

We now move on to study 4 and show the sensitivity of aircraft

vulnerability with change in warhead lethality. Table 4-2 describes

the improved warhead model of study 4 as assumed in the comparison

with the baseline warhead of studies 1 through 3. The improved

warhead described as the PK (18,6) warhead is as lethal as the

baseline warhead called PK (6,20) at three times the minimum range.

Figure 4-24 shows the vulnerability results for the baseline and im-

proved warhead fir both the nonmaneuvering and learned maneuvering
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EVASIVE STRIATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES
PARAiIETR I C CASE : > STUDY NO 3 RESULT 3A

T INITIAL CONDITIONS :
RANGE s 15000.0 FT. "I'ME a 5.6 SEC.
ANGLE-OFF -40.0 DEG. R(.,IN = 1.5 FT.
9WRESIGHT= 0.0 DEG.

SC E 3000 FT.
L !

'--

Fig. 4-20 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,

Study No. 3, Result 3A (Relative)
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EVASIUE STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES
PARRETRIC CAS : > STUDY NO 3 RESULT 3A

INITIAL CONDITIONS :
RANX 3 15000.0 FT. TMlE s 5.6 WC.
HEADING a 226.0 OEG. M1IN w 7.5 FT.9MqS IGH T" O. 0 IDEQ.

SCALE 3000 FT.

EVASIVE

Fig. 4-21 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,
Study No. 3, Result 3A (Absolute')
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EVAS I !'E STR(-ITFGIIES A~ND TRAJECTORIES
PARAMETRIC CASE :>STUOT NO 3 RESULT 30

INITIAL CONDITIONS
RANGE =15000.0 FT. TIME S .0 SEC.Mmm
ANGLE-OFFm -40.0 DEC. AtIIN = 23.61 FT.
SORESIGHT= -1.0 IDEG;.

INITAL CONDITIONS:
RANGE 15000.0 FT. TIME * S.? SEC
A~iLE-OFFx -40.0 DEG. RrnN a ?. 4 MT
3 ORE SIGH4T= 10.0 DEC.

SCALE 3000 FT.

Fig. 4-22 Evasive Strategies and Trajectories,

Study No. 3, Resul.t 3B (Relative)
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EVASIVE STRATEGIES AND TRAJECTORIES
PMNIWETRIC CASE :> STUDY NO 3 RESULT 3S

INITIAL CONDITIONS :
ANGE a 15000.0 FT. rIlE a 5.O SEC.,..u

HEADING = 202.0 DEG. MIEN = 23.6 FT
mORESIGHT, -16.0 DEG.

INITIAL CONDITIONS :
WINCE a 1500.0 FT. TIIE - 5.? KC .
HEADING x 233.0 DEC. IIN a 4 fi.
l*0R1SIGHT. 1O.0 DEG.

SCALE 3000 FT. I

T

EYCM I

W+

* 4-23 Eto

L+

Study~~~~ ~+ No ,Rsut3uAboue
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cases. The improved warhead model, as the results show, allows

much less of a vulnerability reduction with optimal maneuvering

than did the baseline warhead. With such an imprcved system, a

tactics analyst would perhaps divert more of his effort into the

countermeasures policy area ratner than rely upon maneuvering to

achieve vulnerability reductions.

This study concludes the computational results portion of this

report. The studies illustrated were intended to furnish a small -

sampling of the type of result that is available to the system de-

signer and tactics analyst in system effectiveness studies using

the described methodology.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The important relationship of aircraft evasive maneuvering

within the analysis of missile effectiveness has been made clear

with the numerical studies conducted here. The first three r.vsult

sets clearly show marked reductions in missile effectiveness

achieved by the optimal "closed loop" maneuvering over the non-

tmaneuvering and other open loop control cases for typical close

range IR missile combat. In the constant seeker saturation range

• . case, the optimal evasive policy for most launch coordinates is

essentially a weaving maneuver whose control reversal points are

* dependent upon the relative range coordinate thresholds. In the

aspect dependent case, the aircraft policy is essentially a maxi-

mum rate turn to present a beam aspect to the oncoming missile

followed by a maximum rate turn reversal at the seeker saturation

range threshold. The off-boresight launch results show that opti-

mal maneuvering can achieve considerable reductions in missile ef-

fectiveness at close ranges when launch off-boresight angle lags

the line of sight. The last of the results configured the improved

missile warhead to be sufficiently lethal so as to obtain negligible

effectiveness red,'ctions with optimal maneuvering. It indicates

that the major burden of the evasion problem should be placed in the

domain of countermeasures deployment. The optimal maneuvering data

(particularly in the first three result sets for the baseline missile

warhead lethality) when averaged over all of the launch coordinates

corresponds numerically to those statistical levels achieved in

actual combat firings. The computational costs are reasonable, re-

quiring one-half hour for the complete solution set for the 2-D prob-

lem with projected running times of two hours for comparably detailed

3-D models on IBM 370/168 type computers.
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The technique as described can be incorporated in existing

simulation programs where the evasive maneuver optimization can be

programmed to become an integral part of the trajectory simulation

process and where the fusing, detonation, and warhead damage as-

sessment portion would be maintained and computed in its original

detail. On the other hand, the methodology here can be easily

augmented to include summary statistics of the detailed warhead

damage -effects to provide a self-contained program in its own right,

which might offer shorter computer running times per problem than a

the former modification. The methodology also is easily extendable -

to countermeasures stm tegy determination and to problems of three

dimensional flight. If necessary, the methodology can permit analy- -

sis of missile effectiveness to be achieved with in-flight altera- -A

tion of missile guidance or counter-countermeasures policies. This

is tantamount to reverting back to a two-sided game model for the -

combat in place of the one-sided control problem as analyzed here. --
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